Realistic Fiction

If I Was Your Girl
By Meredith Russo

Asking for It
By Louise O’Neill

Seven Ways We Lie
By Riley Redgate

The Serpent King
By Jeff Zentner

My Kind of Crazy
By Robin Ruel

Unbecoming
By Jenny Downham

You Were Here
By Cori McCarthy

The Smell of Other People’s Houses
By Bonnie-Sue Hitchcock

The Memory of Light
By Francisco X. Stork

Violent Ends
By Various Authors

Booked
By Alexander Kwame

Gina/Finn
By Hannah Moskowitz & Kat Helgeson

Before We Go Extinct
By Karen Rivers

The Art of Being Normal
By Lisa Williamson

I See Reality
By Various Authors

Unbecoming
By Jenny Downham

The Way I Used to Be
By Amber Smith

Gemini
By Sonya Mukherjee

The Memory Book
By Lara Avery

All the Bright Places
By Jennifer Niven
Realistic Fiction

Run
By Kody Keplinger

Girl in Pieces
By Kathleen Glasgow

Forgive Me Leonard Peacock
By Matthew Quick

Highly Illogical Behavior
By John Corey Whaley

Challenger Deep
By Neal Shusterman

The Haters
By Jesse Andrews

Winger
By Andrew Smith

Rhyme Schemer
By K.A. Holt

The Absolutely True Diary of a Part Time Indian
By Sherman Alexie

Bluefish
By Pat Schmatz

Where Things Come Back
By John Corey Whaley

Eleanor and Park
By Neal Shusterman

All American Boys
By Jason Reynolds, Brendan Kiely

I’ll Give You the Sun
By Jandy Nelson

Conviction
By Kelly Loy Gilbert

The Secret Lies of Minnow Bly
By Stephanie Oaks

American Girls
By Allison Umminger

Character Driven
By David Lubar

The Bitter Side of Sweet
By Tara Sullivan